Log into MySMCC, click on My Maine Guide, then My Learning, and then the Library. CQ Researcher is found under Articles.

CQ Researcher reports - single-topic reports offering in-depth, non-biased coverage of political and social issues, with timely news reports concerning health, international affairs, education, the environment, technology and the U.S. economy.

Some features within each CQ report:
- Overview - introduces the issue under consideration
- Background - provides a history of the issue, including pertinent policy and legal decisions
- Current Situation - provides a snapshot of the issue at the time of publication
- Outlook - offers a projection of what the future may bring
- Pro/Con - offers a debate from representatives of opposing positions on the issue
- Special Focus - a sidebar on other dimensions of the issue
- Chronology - offers a list of key events in the issue's history
- Maps/Graphs - data and illustrated materials culled from reliable sources
- Bibliography - an annotated list of key sources
- Next Step - an additional sources related to particular questions considered in the report
- Contacts - a list of authoritative websites relevant to the issue

Basic searching - Enter keywords that you wish to search for by using the text box. Your keywords will be highlighted in the result list of the titles and within the text of the reports.

Advanced searching - The same as a basic search, only you can narrow the results by date range, by the topic list, and by specific sections of the report.

Other ways to search:
- When starting a search, consider the featured and recent reports listed on the Home page. Also, check out Upcoming Reports to see what is coming in the weeks ahead.
- Check out Hot Topics to see popular searches and the most viewed subjects.
- If you need help finding a subject, try using the Browse Topics link on the top of the page. For example, by selecting the subject heading Health you will discover reports related to dozens of more narrow subjects, such as Medicaid and Medicare and Substance Abuse.
- Use the Browse Reports link on the top of the page to search by date, Issue Tracker (related reports to the issue), and by the Pro/Con sections of reports.